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Animal Healing Testimonials
This may sound really crazy but I think we have seen a miracle.The last I talked to you my vet was only
going to give me one weeks supply of Prednisone for the horse as she said the horse would be dead in one
week or should be put down to avoid suffering.After one week being on the prednisone and the Transfer
Factor Stress Pack the horse was beginning to eat and was very alert and seemed to be improving.The vet
continued to give me only meds for one week as she said she the horse would not improve as "he was
terminal".The horse is now almost back to normal-eating everything-galloping all over the pasture-as bright
as he can be and his weight is almost back to normal.Tell me how this horse could be doing so well after
"terminal splenic cancer".I now have him on the Performance Transfer Factor daily. I had to hire a horse
nurse from the hospital I had the horse in as I have had to travel to Michigan for a project I am working
on.She tells me he is like a new youngster and is eating like crazy.Tell me what you think-I am so grateful to
have found this great supplement.Even if the horse should die in the near future he is happy and comfortable
and grazing on the sweet spring grass under the blue spring sky.I couldn't ask for anything more.I am so
appreciative to you for your empathetic ear when I called you in a terrible state of painful grief over this dear
animal.He has been an absolute treasure to me and my life.I will spread the word about this product far and
wide.It is wonderful! Much appreciation-Kendra Iseppi and Pace

 In April 2012 my 6yr old beloved Dachshund “Sugar” was diagnosed with cancer from my vet. She had a
tumor behind the bones in her nose. As if nothing could have gotten worse during the vet visits Sugar was bit
twice by a large copperhead snake in the face. Sugar had IV put in her at the vets. She was really sick. In
April 2012 I found Shirley’s wellness and talked with Barb. I ordered the Transfer Factor plus and Terramin
clay and gave a teaspoon of clay and two caps of the human formula Transfer factor to my dog every day. I
sprayed colloidal silver on her face and the black and blue wounds from the snake bite went away and healed
very fast. Two weeks ago the vet did a MRI and my Sugar is cancer free! I am so excited and blessed to have
found these products! Thank you! Joy Horne

My cat Teddy has now had one solid month on the Transfer Factor with the flax and all the other good stuff.
Let me tell you, the TF has definitively helped him, he's really improved.  He eats small amounts but eats
several time a day and he seems very comfortable and has plenty of energy. I know I questioned my decision
about taking him off the steroids but I am so glad that I took this route because I honestly don't know if he
would be walking and talking right now like he is. The tumor appears to be slowly shrinking. He is now able
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to close his mouth better and the areas that were bleeding from the growth of this tumor seem to be healing.
In addition to the TF supplement, I also give him a morning sponge bath because he has trouble with certain
areas and from me giving him his goodies with a baby dropper he tends to get a bit messy. Then I massage
aloe vera gel into his paws and gently on his face. He then licks his paws and cleans his face, which I think is
helping to heal his wounds, too. Anyway, I just wanted to give you the good news and thank you for all the
info I have gotten from your site, which I have told many people about also. Thanks again! Chrystie

My yorkie, Chloe, was diagnosed with Cushing's Disease and a problem in her liver. The vet wanted to put
her on some medication that the adverse effects were going to make her ill and being that she was 13 years
old at that time, we didn't want to put her trough that. So you were a Godsend when I found your site. You
recommended both the clay and the TransFactor Plus for her and she's been taking it for over a year and this
year when we took her to the vet for her rabies shots, he ran tests for her health issues and he was shocked
that all her levels were normal! We were ecstatic! Chloe will be turning 15 years old this Dec. and she is
doing amazingly well! No one can believe she's 14 years old! Whenever I find that Chloe has an issue, I call
you and you are so kind and knowledgeable and you help me out with whatever questions I have. My mom,
who is a diabetic, is now taking the TransFactor Plus and her blood sugars are extremely controlled. I am so
thankful to you for being there and guiding me with all the wonderful Wellness products. I tell everybody
that I know about them and they always want to find out more about them. Thank you again and God Bless.
In Light and Love, Julie 

In all my years as a reputable Boxer breeder and showing them competitively in conformation, I've never
been one to get impressed or overly excited about supplement claims. I've used many different, popular
supplements in past years trying to gain an edge in health, longevity and in the performance of my Boxers. In
October of 2011, I became thrown into a whirlwind of concern regarding the health of two pups I bred. I do
all health testing, pride myself on producing Boxers with health and longevity in their ancestry, but even still,
something awful took a hold of them! They contracted kennel cough. Sounds rather harmless, but it was not!
It turned out to be a very bad strain of bordetella that I had never dealt with before.  First, I tried in vain to fix
them holistically. When giving the holistics a reasonable time to cure my pups didn't work I had to turn to
antibiotics for help. Before doing this I told myself I was going to find a supplement that would give my two
pups the immune system support they needed as well as something that could fight off and conquer bacteria
and viruses. After many days of research and speaking with the right veterinarians I found Transfer Factor
Complete Canine. I truly believe Transfer Factor worked with the antibiotics to kill and eliminate what
plagued my two pups. 

Without the internal support that Transfer Factor Complete Canine supplied I would of not been able to
counter the ill effects antibiotics have on our dogs. Transfer Factor gave me the key components I needed to
keep supporting, building and sustaining my two pup's immune systems while they fought off bordetella.
They are now well on their way to a very healthy and strong future. I now use Transfer Factor Complete
Canine in all of my Boxer's daily feeding regimen. Since incorporating Transfer Factor into my dog's diet
I've found remarkable improvements that are visible on the outside. In turn, this gives me the reassurance that
Transfer Factor is having a positive affect on the inside of my Boxers where it counts the most! I've noticed
richer, darker shades of fawn coat color appearing, much less shedding and a smoother texture to the feel of
their coats. I had two Boxers who had some of their nails stained red from fungus and now that is completely
gone. I have beautiful, white nails to show off now. My dog's stools are formed and easy to pick up on a
consistent basis. I have not had stomach upsets or stomach urps in quite awhile. I've pretty much eliminated
any gas issues which makes for a happy household. My dog's even seem to have whiter teeth. Not to mention
tons of energy and stamina. All of this gain has come from only doing one thing differently and that is by
adding Transfer Factor Complete Canine to my Boxer's diet every day. Transfer Factor made me a believer. I
hope you decide to give it a try too You'll be so glad you did and so will your beloved pet. Bobbie Smith
Brandiwine Boxers
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I have been giving a foster dog Patches the 4Life for approximately 2 to 3 months now, and she is doing very
well.  About 6 months ago she was diagnosed with breast cancer and that was surgically removed and cancer
was also discovered in her spleen, which was also removed.  The veterinarian oncology specialist said she
had from one to three months to live and said we could do chemotherapy.  I opted not to do that and found
4Life on the Internet and decided to try that.  Patches has lived longer than the vet’s prediction; in fact, she is
active and runs around like a very healthy, happy dog.  Eyes have gotten brighter and her coat is lovely.
Carol

Dog with Nasal / Sinus infection - I did not see a vet I went directly to transfer factor. I gave her a scoop to a
scoop and a half of transfer factor everyday in her food. It took about two weeks but it started to go down a
little at a time.It took about a month to month and 2 weeks for it to come down all the way. She had a snotty
nose for another couple weeks but she is finally over it. Her sinus' got so big it literally created a large ball on
her forehead . One eye was almost shut and it looked painful. I find it amazing once again that transfer factor
healed yet another situation. I gave her feline complete. Never give up. this stuff works! Nancy

 My friends has a cat.that was suffering from an eye problem, or what he calls a glandular problem. It starts
in the jaw and somehow goes up to the eye. The cats eye would start getting bad and pop out of it's socket. It
looked so painful that he thought about putting him down. I over heard him say that and I asked him if he
would like to try some Feline Complete. He said he would do anything . He was going to get another steroid
shot that evening. We got him some feline complete and he started giving him a scoop in his food twice a
day everyday, and the eye never showed signs of any problems again. He did have a little relapse lately but
when he took him to his vet he said whatever youre doing keep doing it! So now he is giving him a scoop in
his food 3 times a day but he says it has never gotten any worse. It's maintaining . He is an old cat about 16
and I asked if he was going through any stress when he had his relapse and he said yes. All is going well. 
Debbie

 Bear is a special needs kitty who was dumped in the parking lot at work, and I'm guessing it was because he
is a special needs kitty - he does rack up the vet bills. In any case, he's a four year old neutered cat, all white
with gold eyes. He has a skin condition that is some kind of allergy and when it flares up, he literally chews
at himself until there are areas without fur and the allergic point has ulcerated. This all happens in a matter of
days. We took him to the vet the first time and they gave him a steroid shot which almost immediately
caused the ulcerations to heal. But in about 3 months, he was back for another shot. The vet was not
concerned - he said there are many cats with this and the shot is fine in cats. This continued for 2 years and
Bear then developed both a heart murmur and a very bad bladder infection. He spent a week in "kitty
hospital" and finally came home to repeat the same thing within a few months. We had gone through the
"special foods" (which I hated as they all contain meat by-products and all our animals have been on the
good stuff), grainless diets, etc. Finally, I discovered Shirley's Wellness Cafe and he has been on Transfer
Factor since May of 2010. The vet was impressed mainly because his heart murmur has gone away and
although he still has outbreaks, they are far less intense and are of diminishing frequency. I'm convinced that
with constant use, the outbreaks will disappear. Bear doesn't mind TF sprinkled on his food and he's a very
happy cat! We have three other cats as well and they all get TF. We are a TF family!  Jan

 Honey is a Pure breed cooper nose beagle - about 13 y/o female, On Feb the 3rd 2011 we took her to the
vets, he said she was going into congestive heart failure, he also said he couldn’t do any more for her, he
suggested we put her to sleep, well we didn’t agree with putting her to sleep, we asked for some lasix, & took
Honey home. We started Honey on 4 Transfer factor plus Human formula caps per day, 2 in the AM & 2 in
the PM, Since Honey stopped eating and was very weak, we had to dilute the powder that was in the
capsules, and force feed her with a syringe. After a week of doing this , she began to improve, she started
eating on her own, so we put the capsules of TF plus in her wet food now .We still were using 4 capsules per
day, 2 caps in the am and 2 caps in the pm, as she improved by the 3rd week of Feb we gave her 3 capsules a
day one in the am, one in the afternoon, one in the evening, we are now in the last week of Feb and she is
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acting like herself again , We are now giving her 1 capsule in the am and one capsule in the pm. The Vet
didn’t know what else was wrong with Honey, the Lasix did help with the congestive heart failure , but even
after she took the Lasix she still didn’t eat and was very weak, that’s when we started the Transfer factor
plus, and that’s when things turned around for Honey. We are so thankful for this product Transfer Factor
Plus, & thankful for the wisdom the higher power has given all the talented Dr’s and Vet’s, that have put
their time and energy into this immune product that helps the body heal itself. We are so thankful to see our
beagle girl, Honey happy & healthy again! Sincerely Donna Francesco feel free to call me 206-426-2241 

On Wednesday, May 7, 2014, one of our small moyen standard poodles was exposed to organic pyrethrum
and started having severe seizures; flopping down and paddling. We rushed him to the vet and they put him
on IV. He was eating a little (on Science Diet from the vet) but still was having seizures and was biting
randomly at his bowl, the air, and kept tearing out his IV. He was being sedated to control the seizures and to
keep the IV going to keep him hydrated. Basically, he was getting all the prescribed vet care for pesticide
poisoning. We called every morning to see how he was doing while half hoping he was better and half
dreading if he'd succumbed to the poison. It seemed he was getting a little better and on Friday the vet
wanted to keep him over the weekend and see how he progressed. I still called Saturday morning to check on
him again. The vet tech said that they were sorry and they'd done everything they could for him but he was
blind, still having seizures, couldn't stand up, couldn't walk, had no control over his back end and was biting
everything. They said he wasn't getting any better and we discussed having him put down.

In the meantime, I had spoken with a friend, Cathie Warren of Adonai Red Poodles, which had mentioned
transfer factors. She told me she once had 2 puppies that had lost control of their back ends and were
paralyzed from a pronounced reaction to vaccinations. She said it took a while of nursing them back to health
but gave them transfer factors for about 3 weeks and they recovered and could walk again. While I listened to
her story and found it hard to believe, I figured we already had him the hospital four days and owed it to him
to try to save this precious puppy's life. After talking to the vet on Friday that Davie wasn't making a lot of
progress, we decided to spend quite a bit extra to have transfer factors overnighted to get it on Saturday. We
thought that we had nothing to lose to try transfer factors and if he wasn't better we would take him back on
Monday to have him put down.

Saturday at noon before the vet's office closed, I went and picked him up. He was just lying in the hospital
cage and was very sedated. I thanked the vet for all they had done to care for him but I just didn't want to
give up on him yet. My very experienced, kind vet lady said that that's the way to be...to never get up. I
scooped up this blind, crippled little poodle that reeked of Science Diet, headed to the health food store and
prayed that the transfer factors, that had been overnighted, was waiting for me when I got home. I had
brought plastic bags, bottle water, and bentonite clay and made a clay poultice to apply to his skin to help
draw out the toxins. I wrapped him in a towel and put him a soft crate in my car's front seat. At the health
food store I bought some homeopathic pills like Belladonna 30x for seizures and Thuja 30x to pull out
toxins. I gave him the Belladonna and Thuja in the car and found out the transfer factors had arrived. At
home after shaving his hair, I got him in a warm Epsom salt bath and applying more clay poultice all over his
body, I let him soak for about 45 minutes. While soaking, I gave him some transfer factors by emptying the
powder from the capsule on his gums.

After soaking him in the Epson salt bath to help pull out the toxins, I got him wrapped in a towel and held
him on a heating pad. His eyes were totally dilated and he was totally blind. He couldn't stand up and had a
couple more seizures. However, even in his extremely debilitated shape, he seemed to want to be held, made
little moaning sounds and snuggled next to me as best he could. By this time is was about 2 p.m. and Cathie
had told me that transfer factors takes 4 to 5 hours to start see a difference. Right on time about 6:30 p.m.,
Davie seemed more responsive. He ate a little meat but would bite at the bowl because he couldn't see. He
would bite at me if I had to pick him up and move him. He was hurting but also due to his blindness didn't
know what was happening to him. He really responded to our sweetly talking to him and cuddling him. Then
he'd snuggle, groan and let us know he was hurting but glad to be home. We named Davie in honor of David
who fought Goliath since Davie was fighting the big giant death that had its grip on him.

Round the clock for the next few days, I held him and slept with him, giving him transfer factors, Thuja and
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Belladonna homeopathic pills to help prevent the seizures every few hours. The next day he could stand up a
little but then would flop down. Sometimes he'd fall off the couch. When I'd pick him up he'd snap at me. He
had no use of his back end at all. Amazingly though, everyday he got better. After 2 or 3 days, he didn't have
any more seizures. Within 4 days we could take him outside to go potty but he was still unsteady on his feet.
His eyes were dilated but it seemed like maybe he could see shadows but didn't have full eyesight. At this
point, that he was alive and was improving was a miracle. We were committed to keeping him for life even if
he remained blind and never recovered his sight. Everyday we gave him transfer factors and everyday he got
better and better. He loved to snuggle and was giving us kisses and hugs around our neck. Now we were
giving him transfer factors with every meal. Within one week, he could walk and could see! A few more
days later and he was walking fast and then trotting. The next day he was actually running!! Two weeks after
picking him up from the vet when they thought it was time to put him down and now he was playing with
other puppies and no one can tell any difference from any other puppies except maybe that he loves to
snuggle, give hugs and be picked up even more than the other puppies. It's been 3 weeks now and other than
his haircut he looks and acts like any other active, healthy puppy. It's a true miracle and transfer factors saved
his life.  Carm raises Red and Apricot Standard Poodles holistically.
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